News and Homework for week beginning 16th October
THIS WEEK: Aaaarrgghh Spider! Diwali and target practice.
In Maths... this week we have continued with addition and subtraction. We have been comparing number sentences and making
sure that we balance the equation on either side of the = symbol! ie. 6 + 2 = 4 + 4. We have also been practising counting on to
make amounts, so storing numbers and adding on until we reach the number we want (ie. start at 6 count on to 10, that's 4
jumps). EYFS children have looked at 2D shape and matching numerals to amounts.
In English... After our fantastic paintings of cobwebs during Friday's enrichment day we were inspired to read a spider book on
Monday. We acted it out, made story maps and talked about different types of sentences. We met the Question Queen,
Statement Sid and The Commander! The Commander always uses bossy sentences with imperative verbs, the Queen always
needs an answer and Sid just tells us information! Then we looked at different question starters and made questions related to
the Aaaarrgghh Spider book.
In other news... Monday's spider story meant we just had to go on a spider hunt! So we went around the school looking for
webs and spiders! We found loads, and then this inspired us to make giant webs! On Friday we found out all about Diwali and
decorated elephants and created Rangoli patterns.

.

Star of the week... Zala for confidently talking to our Harvest Visitors and sharing her work with pride.

Maths Additional: See below - remember you can pick a homework in silver but do bronze maths activities and visa versa etc..
Homework is to be handed in on Wednesday 2nd November. The EYFS/KS1 children have a range of different CGP books for
homework these include, Maths, Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling as well as Reading Comprehension. Different books will be
sent home at different times during the terms. Please look after the books and return them to school each Wednesday with
their purple homework books.
Phonics: The Group 1: s a t i m n o p b c g h (recognising initial and end sounds in words), Group 2: /ow/ /oi/ (new sounds),
Group 3: i (find, mind) (recapping phase5 and homophones).
Spellings: KS1 Week 6

Homework

Maths

Bronze
EYFS
Silver

Gold

Recognising
Numbers
to 15
Ensure you
know
numberbonds
to 10 and 20
Ensure you
know mental
numberbonds
to 10 and 20

Pupil Feedback

KS1 Complete the Science Quiz - every entry gets a free wrist science wrist band from Ogden Trust.
Please continue to read often over the holidays, at least two or three books have been placed in your
child's book bag. Don't forget Reading Eggs, and Reading Express (there is a library of books which
have audio facilities and great comprehension quizzes).
Mathletics is available too. Logins and Passwords are on the inside of the children's homework books.
Any sections on Place Value, Number, Addition and Subtraction would be a great place to start.
Enjoy the Autumn air, take a walk, stroll in the park, march in a forest................. come back rested and
ready for a busy Autumn 2.

Parent Feedback
How much support did your child need? None
Comment:

Teacher Feedback
A little

Lots

